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Abstract: This paper deals with optimization of portfolios com
posed of securities (equities) . The drawbacks of existing methodolo
gies, based on a single factor utility function, are indicated. The two
factor utility function introduced takes into account the expected 
excess return and expected worst ca..c;c return (both in monetary 
units). Assuming that utility is "risk averse" and "constant returns 
to scale" , a theorem on existence of optimum strategy of investments 
is proven. The optimum strategy is derived in an explicit form . A 
numerical example is also given. 
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1. Introduction 

The basic portfolio optimization methodology rests formally on the conditional 
optimization problems, sec e.g. Elton, Gruber (1994), Markowitz (1952) . An 
object ive function, called utility, such as e.g. the expected portfolio return, is 
maximized subject to the constraints including a risk measure, such as variance. 
A concrete example of such an approach, called mean-variance, is provided by 
the well known paper by H. :rviarkowitz. 

It should be observed that in order to describe properly investor's behaviour, 
such as risk aversion, one has to deal with a nonlinear (increasing, concave) 
utility function. Unfortunately the exact analytical form of that function is 
unknown. Assuming a concrete utility function (from the class of possible risk 
averse functions) one gets a solution, which generally depends on the analytic 
form of utility function adopted. 

Another class of simplified alternatives to the expected utility approach, 
stems from the belief that investors prefer to apply criteria that concentrate on 
worse outcomes (returns). The first criterion developed by Roy, Elton, Gruber 
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a specified level. The Kataoki and Telsar criteria, Elton, Gruber (1994), also 
belong to the class of worst case approaches. An obvious drawback of worse case 
approaches is the absence of the risk aversion mechanism (i.e. the decreasing 
marginal return of utility), which characterizes most of the investors. 

In the present paper an attempt has been made to incorporate worse case 
criterion into the utility function as an additional factor. In other words the 
two-factor utility function is proposed, with expected return and worse case 
return, as the main factors describing decision makers behaviour. 

It is also assumed that factors are expressed in monetary units and utility 
is a homogeneous, constant return to scale function. Since utility cannot be 
changed by a change of monetary units such an assumption is obvious. 

Then one can show that an optimal strategy, determining the structure of 
optimal portfolio of assets exists and can be derived in an explicit manner. 

The solution does not depend on the exact analytic form of utility function 
(unless it does not belong to the class of strictly concave, scale preserving func
tions) . Being "universal" within that class of functions the two-factor utility 
function is able to represent and satisfy different individual decision makers. 

The two-factor approach is also convenient for system analysts who con
struct portfolio decision support systems. They do not need to worry about the 
identification of an investor's utility function. 

It can be used for optimization of derivat ive securities with asymmetrical 
probability distribution functions . It should also be noted that the two-factor 
utility approach has already been used for the optimum allocation of labour 
resources, Kulikowski (1993, 1994). The present paper can therefore be regarded 
as an extensiou of the two-factors approach to the capital allocation problems. 

2. Single factor utility functions 

There exists an impressive literature on the single factor ut ility theory (see e.g. 
Eltou, Gruber, 1994; Zenios, 1993). In the present paper the utility function 
() ( z1 , z2 , ... , Zn ) of the portfolio consisting of n assets, generating the monetary 
returns z1 , ... , Zn, will be used . The monetary, one period, return for equities 
is defined as follows: 

Z; (t) = P;(t + 1) - P;(t) + D; (t + 1) 

where 
P; (t) is the price of the i-th security in period t, 
D; (t) is the dividend received in period t. 

The notion of retum (non monetary): 

Ri (t) = Zi (t) : P; (t) 

will be also used. 
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2.1. Additivity 

For analytic convenience it is usually assumed for the utility of the portfolio 
that 

(1) 

The form al justification for that assumption can be based on the well known 
Von Neumann and Morgenstern theorem that (under the specified set of five 
axioms) the utility of a gamble equals the expected utility of its outcomes, whid1 
is known as the "expectation principle" . Obviously, the expectation principle 
has an appealing psychological interpretation. 

2.2. Risk aversion 

The analytical form of the U (z) function is generally unknown. However, the 
psychological considerations suggest that U ( z) should be continuously inc:r·eas
ing and concave. Such a utility is called risk averse (R.A.). Additional property 
is connected with marginal effects with respect to the wealth level of the in
vestor. Generally, the richer the investor, the more he is indined to invest. In 
formal terms the coefficient 

U" (z) 
a (z) = -z - (- ), 

U' z 

called the relative risk aversion, should be negative, Elton, Gruber (1994). 

(2) 

When a ( z) < 0 the percentage of funds invested in assets increases as wealth 
increases. 

3. Portfolio optimization 

The single factor portfolio optirni:tation problem can be formul ated as follows . 
. Int roduce the variables x; =Xi/ X , where X (X;) is the total (asset i) funds 

the investor is willing to invest in risky assets (labelled by the index i = 1, .. . , n) . 
Investors want to find such a vector x = x, that 

n n 

max L U; (.1:;) = L U; (.7:;), 
xE!l 

i=l i=l 

(3) 

where n is the admissible set. 
For example: 

n={:r:tx; =1, :r;2: 0, V(x):SVo}, 
1.=1 
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When U (xi) is the expected return, i.e. U (:1:;) = Rixi and V (x) - portfolio 
variance: 

n n n 

V (x) = I:>;o} + L L .T;.TjO'iO'jPi.i, (4) 
i=l i=l j#i 

O'i = standard deviations, Pi.i correlation coefficients between assets labelled i, j; 
one gets the c:lassical "mean-variance" portfolio optimization problem. 

It can be observed that the optimization st rategy .i (if it exists) depends on 
the analytic form of the utility function U (x). T hat form is generally unknown 
though some properties such as, risk aversion, a (x) < 0, etc. can be postulated. 
Assuming a concrete form of U (x), e.g. 

U (:r: ) = x - b.T2
, b = positive constant , 

one can show that the optimum solution obtained by a particular methodology 
(e.g. mean-variance) is compatible with one property (risk aversion) but at the 
same time is not compatible with the other, e.g. a (x) < 0 (for discussion of 
such situations see Elton , Gruber, 1994) . 

There exists, of course, the possibility of identificat ion of the utility function 
by experiments, conducted with real investors. It seems, however, that investors 
do not like identification experiments. Besides, the identified fu nctions are not 
stable in time. They depend on age, financial status and emotions of the decision 
makers. 

4. Worse case return 

An alternative (to the maximization of utility) approach to the decision prob
lems stems from the belief that decision makers concentrate on the bad out
comes mostly. For example, the approach developed by Roy (1952) states that 
the best asset (having the return Ri) is the one that has the smallest probability 
of producing returns below a specified (RF ) level , i.e. 

R; = min Prob (R1 < RF ), J = the set of all assets . 
. iEJ . 

If returns are normally distributed then the optimum asset would be the one 
which corresponds to the maximum number of standard deviations (ai) away 
from the mean (R;) . 

That criterion is, obviously, equivalent to 

(5) 

Another possible approach is the one which assumes that the "worse case" 
probability is fixed. For example, one can assume that the probability distribu-
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out of six actual outcomes should, on average, lie within one standard deviation 
a; of the expected outcome fl.;. However, two times, out of six, the outcome 
can be expected to lie outside one standard deviation and one out of six will lie 
below Ri- ai. 

The best asset corresponds here to k = max;(R;- a;). 
The present approach can be generalized to the situation where the proba

bility distribution is not normal. For that purpose the Tchebyshev inequality, 
sec Korn (1968): 

( aa:·:) 
2

' Prob ([R;- R;[ ;::: a;) :::; " Va; > 0. (G) 

can be used. 
2 

Assuming ( ~;) = po, where Po is a given number (po E [0, 1]), e.g. Po = i, 
ArlO -t; ,,r1c.• • rJ , - .. n.rr . - 1 7Q')fT , rrh nll rvnn r\ll t 11ftln ·oo ar •t 11":) l nn t r•nrn(_)Q c lHl lll rl 
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on the average lie outside the interval 

If R; has a continuous unimodal distribution, an estimate of probabilities 
stronger than (6) can be used, see Korn (1968): 

(I - I ) 4 1 + s2 

Prob R- - R > a < - . ' 
'· '· - t - 9 (a· )2' 

= -ls· l Ui 1.. 

(7) 

where s; is the Pearson measure of asymmetry (s; = k .-RM, RM = return a, 
corresponding to the max of distribution function, when s; = 0, one gets the 
distribution which is symmetrical with respect to RM). 

Assuming 

4 
9 

one gets 

(0 <Po < 1), 

[2ff[++sr ] a;= <p (Po), where <p (Po)= :- --+ Is; I 
3 Po 

For s; = 0, and p0 = 1/3 one obtains a; = 1.155 a;. Then for the symmetrical 
p.d.f. one out of six actual outcomes should lie below the R;- a;= R; -1.155 a; 
level. Observe also that when p0 increases then all levels a; arc decreasing. 

It should be observed that the worse case approach does not take into account 
the concavity (risk aversion) of the utility of investors. For that reason it cannot 
be recommended as a general criterion for portfolio optimization methodology. 

5. Two-factors utility approach 

The two-factor approach stems from the belief that in order to properly describe 
the investor's behaviour one should take into account two factors: monetary 
expected return and "the worse case" monetary return. It should be noticed, 
that from the formal point of view, the risk measure, in the single-factor-utility 
optimization problems, enters into the constraints. In the two-factor approach 
it is incorporated in the structure of the utility function. 

In other words the utility of the i-th asset can be written 

U (Z;x;, Yi), 

where 
Z; = P;R; monetary expected return on one unit of i-th asset, having price P; 

. " 
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x; the number of i-th assets in the portfolio (a decision variable), 
Yi = P;(R;- KlY;) worse case monetary return , where u; is the standard devia

tion. 
The threshold levels KU; depend on the asset's p.d. function. For a normal 

distribution, as already mentioned it can be a..'lsumed that, e.g., K = 1. For a 
unimodal symmetrical distribution K = 1.155 . 

Since worse case frequency (i.e. Po) is assumed to be given (e.g. 1/6) one 
can say that Yi. represents the worse expected monetary return level. One can 
expect returns to be not more than R; - a; once out of six periods. 

On the other hand Z; represents the expected monetary return. Generally 
the parameter R; can be regarded as the individual investor's expectation, which 
may differ from the mean value, based on historical observations, or - from the 
market expectations. 

It is also assumed that the investor is driven by the desire to get maximum 
utility from the portfolio (which consists of n assets, each purchased in quantity 
x;) and he, or she wants to get a given value (Z) of total return: 

71. 

LZ;:J:; = z. 
i= l 

In order to solve the portfolio optimization problem explicitly the following 
important assumption should be introduced. 

Constant return to scale (CRS) and risk averseness (RA) 
The function U (Z;:J:;, Yi) is CRS, (i.e. homogeneous degree one) so it can 

be written in the following form: 

( zi ) ( x;) u (Z;.T;, Yi) =}iF Yi X; = Z;A;F A; ' 

where F is strictly concave; F(-) > 0, F' (-) > 0, F" (-) < 0, and 

Y, u 
A; = z' = 1 - K; _..):._ > o, It > o, Vi. 

' R; 
(8) 

The number A;, which reflects the investor's confidence in i-th asset, can be 
called the coefficient of assurance. 

One can observe that utility introduced concerns the expected return Z;, the 
risk measure A; and the number of securities x;. For risk free asset A;= 1 and 
the utility reduces to the classical single factor utility function U; = P;R;F(x;) , 
which is used commonly in economic sciences. 

It is also assumed that the risk averse (RA) investor is interested in assets 
with positive worse case return only, i.e. one assumes P;, R;, A;, to be positive 
Vi. Then the utilities 

Vi arc strictly concave. 
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REMARK 5.1 Observe that when ui is not CRS one can generate additional 
utility by changing monetary units (e.g. US$ for- cents) of the factoTs Zi, Yi. 

The following are two examples of CRS functions: 

1. U (Zi .'Li, Yi) = (Zixi)"' (Yi) 1
-a, F(-) = (~xi) a 

2. U (Zixi, Yi) =[a (Zixi)" + (1- a) Y; 11
]
1111

, F(-) = [a (~xi)"+ 1- ar111 

where a, v are positive numbers (0 <a< 1) , (0 < v < 1) . 

THEOREM 5.1 A 11,nique invest·rnent strategy x ~ :r, Jo ·r an investoT with stTictly 
concave utility exists, S1J,Ch that: 

wheTe 

maxtYiF(xi) =YF(z), 
xEn . Ai y 

,=1 

D={x: ~~= 1 Zixi=Z, xi2: 0, Vi}, 
Y = ~~= 1 Yi = total woTse case Tetum, 
A= ~~;, 1 A;, Z = r-equir-ed level of r-etuTTL. 

The optimum strategy becomes 

xi = Ai ~, Vi 

and 

U(Z, Y) = YF (~). 

(9) 

(10) 

Proof. The problem reduces to maxx ~i YiF (xi/A;) subject to the con
straint: 

LZ;x;=Z. 

The Lagrangean of the problem becomes 

¢(x, >.) = t YiF (~:) + >. [z- t Z;x;] , 
t=1 t= 1 

where ).. = Lagrange multiplier. 
The necessary conditions of optimality require that 

I I I (Xi ) ¢x; = Yi Ai F Ai - >.Zi = 0 , Vi, (11) 

n 

¢;.. = z- L zixi = o. (12) 
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Since Y;/A; = Z;, ,\ = F(Z/Y) = c:onst, the strategy (10) satisfies the first 
order condition (11). Setting that strategy in (12) one finds also that 

n A· Z n 
""Z ---.!:.z =- ""AZ = Z ~ 1, y y~,, ' 
i=l i=l 

and 

In order to complete the proof of optimality of (10) it is neces~mry to check 
the Kuhn-Tucker conditions at .7:; = 0, Vi. 

In our simple case these conditions require that for X; = 0, Vi the derivatives 
U(x;)x,=O be positive, i.e. 

U' = Y; F' ( x;.) = P·R- ·F'(o) > o v· 
Xi. A· A 1 1, ' z 

, 1• I X;=O 

Since F' (0) > 0, R; > 0, Vi, by assumptions, the Kuhn-Tucker conditions 
hold. 

Since the objective function is strictly concave in n the strategy (10) is 
unique and the sufficiency condition holds. • 

It can be observed that for CRS, RA utility, the strategy (10) represents also 
the solution of the problem: 

~'i'i,C U (~ z,x,, Y) ~ U (Z, Y), 

where 

n 

L Z; .'l:;:::; Z, 
i=l 

n n 

y = L y;, = L P;R;A;. 
i.=l i=l 

Indeed, since within D' there is no stationary point, i.e. 

U' = Y F' L..-; - 1 1
, · '

1
, ___: 0 f · · E D v· (""n Z·x·) Z x, y y > , or .1:1. , z 

the optimum solution (according to the Weierstras theorem or Kuhn-Tucker 
,.,~_, ,.l;c ; ~., \ : n l ~nn > nrl ~- >h n h ,.,., r] ,., •. ] ; ",., ; n ""' '7 ~ _ V 
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REMARK 5.2 The total Tetv:rn level Z in the fonnula tion of the Theor·ern can 
be Teplaced by the given total initial investment value, L; P;i:; denoted by X. 
Indeed, 

x = LP;x; = ~ LP;A;, 
i i 

(13) 

so 

Z X 
y = P' wheTeP= LP;A;, and 

i 

(14) 

Then one obtains 

U = YF(X/P). 

REMARK 5.3 The optimum stmtegies (10) , (14) do not depend on the individual 
?>n.vestoT's v.til?:ty function (v:nless it is not RA f3 CRS function). Though optimal 
stmtegies aTe "v:nive'f'sal", each ind1:vidual can enjoy his own leve l of utility, 
which is specified by his individual F-fm~ction ( exp'f'essed in moneta·ry units of 
Y with F(Z/Y) as a dimensionless mv.ltiplier). Suggesting these strategies to 
an investoT one should not wo·r"ry about ident~fication of the investo'f''s utility 
function. HoweveT, in sv.ch a case it is impoTtant to check: does the investoT 
accept the two factoT utility as a fun ction which, in the best sense, 'T'efiects his 
or· heT tastes and pTejer·ences? That is especially impo'f'tant joT syste·rn. analysts 
who constTuct the portfolio decision suppoTt systems. 

REMARK 5.4 The optimum stmtegies do not allow fo ·r the so called "shoTt sell
ing", i.e. x; < 0. In the case when, fo ·r an asset, A; :::; 0, the asset sho7Lld 
be dTopped fmm the poTtjolio. In S7Lch a case it is also possible to decTease the 
geneml level of all a; by inc·reasing the pTObability Po, as al·ready mentioned. 

REMARK 5.5 The two-level appmach enables one to optimize po'f'tjolios with the 
asym:metTic pr·obability distTibution function, such as de'f'ivative sewTiiies (e. g. 
equities + options). 

6. An application 

The two-factor utility theory can be used to derive the optimum portfolio con
sisting of equities. In particular, it can be used for n fully diversified portfolios 
of equities. Since diversificatiou removes the unsystematic risk component it 
is convenient to deal with portfolios which arc diversified at the preliminary 
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i fl. ,, f3iam Ai P;/X xi xiP;/X 
1 0.19 0.10 0.47 0.033 10.77 0.356 
2 0.23 0.15 0.35 0.025 8.01 0.200 
3 0.14 0.05 0.64 0.025 14.6G 0.366 
4 0.25 0.20 0.20 0.017 4.58 0.078 

Table 1. 

The systematic risk component can be derived by employing the so called beta 
coefficient, Elton, Gruber (Hl94): 

i = 1, ... ,n, 

aim covariance between market and i-th portfolio, 
a;, market variance. 

The parameters aim, a;, and {-Ji can be derived using historical data. The 
systematic risk component ai can be derived using relation, sec Elton, Gruber 
(1994): 

a; = f3iam, "'ii. 

Since f3i is a measure of correlation between the i-th asset and the market the 
risk (expressed by a;) decreases along with f3i · At the same time the coefficient 
of assurance increases and so docs the number of shares chosen by formulae 
(14)' 

When the numerical values of parameters R;, f3i, am and P;/X arc given 
one can derive .ii explicitly. As an example consider four diversified portfolios 
with am = 0.10 alHl the rest of parameters given in Table 1. 

Since P /X = t 2.:::;'~ 1 AiPi = 0 ·~~37 , one gets X/ P = 22 .90 . Then the 
optimum strategy xi and the investment shares .iiP;/X, i = 1,2,3,4, can be 
derived, as shown in Table 1. 
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